Abstract-Image compression operator based on discrete cosine transform was brought up. A securer scrambling locational operator was put forward based on the concept of anti-tamper radius. The basic idea of the algorithm is that it first combined image block compressed data with eigenvalue of image block and its offset block, then scrambled or encrypted and embeded them into least significant bit of corresponding offset block. This algorithm could pinpoint tampered image block and tampering type accurately. It could recover tampered block with good image quality when tamper occured within the limits of the anti-tamper radius. It could effectively resist vector quantization and synchronous counterfeiting attacks on self-embedding watermarking schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to the popularization of Internet, especially extensive application of multimedia technology, security problem of multimedia information has become more and more important. As a effective protection means of multimedia data, digital watermarking technology, especially the self-embedding watermarking technology which possesses the self-recovery function, has become researchful hot spot in the international academia [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In 1999, self-embedding watermaking algorithm based on DCT (discrete cosine transform) was brought up by Fridrich first. It divided image into 8 × 8 blocks and made DCT, quantization, coding, then embedded the code of 11 important coefficients into LSB(least significant bit) of corresponding offset block [4] . It stored 11 important coefficients got by zigzag scanning with the largest number of bits, but it didn't analyze the probability of these coefficients, so it couldn't enhance the image recovery quality as far as possible. And the fixity of offset block selection led the poor anti-tamper characteristic.
In 2004, a new self-embedding algorithm was put forward by Zhang etc. According to a large number of statistical experimental data of DCT quantization coefficients, the new algorithm decided on the position of 14 stored major coefficients and their storage bits by zigzag scanning. It improved locational function of embedding code, and enhanced the quality of the recovery image and the capacity of algorithmic testing and locating [5] . It detailedly analyzed the rule of 14 coefficients, and assigned the bits of 14 important coefficients more rational. It did not experimentalize in the image databases, so it did not get the true distribution rule of 14 coefficients, then it did not get the true rational bit distribution scheme of the 14 coefficients. The quality of recovery image needs to be raised. Further more, the locational function which chose offset block to embed watermarking information was a big fixed circle, so the security was poor.
In 2006, based on the work of Zhang, Qian and the others brought up a new method based on JPEG compression. It used digital information embedding and extraction method based on the digital-position information, and adopted revolving method to calculate corresponding offset block in accordance with the diagonal direction. When modifying 31 bits of offset block LSB at most, it could embed 62 bits authentication and recovery information. The algorithm improved the quality of carrier and recovery image, enhanced the security of the algorithm, and could recovery half of the tamper sub-block in the extreme cases [6] . But the JPEG compression information of a 8 8 image offset block must at least include the size of subblock, brightness component quantitative information form and Huffman form of DCT's DC and AC components. It could not primely recover image sub-block content by only saving interceptive 50 bits data after JPEG compression when all the sub-block were using these same information. Although it could recover half of the tamper sub-block when the image was cut out half symmetrically, the average anti-tamper radius is only a quarter of image size according to the offset block calculation function. In other words, any recoverable size of the cut block is only a quarter of the image size averagely.
Since the birth of self-embedding technology, people are greatly concerned about its safety. Self-embedding watermarking information are usually embedded into LSB of image pixel value. When the attacker tampered the image high seven bits information and the watermarking embedding information at the same time, the tampered carrier image may pass through authentication. Vector quantization (VQ) attack is one of the ordinary attack means [7] [8] . The main reasons of security vulnerabilities about self-embedding watermarking algorithm are as follows. First, the key space of location operator used for calculating offset block is too small. Second, the watermarking information could be directly separated from image content. When knowing the embedded block offset of authentication and recovery information, how to construct synchronous counterfeiting (SC) attacks to achieve their goal to pass through algorithm's authentication, He and the others gave a detailed analysis [9] .
So, the current self-embedding algorithms have some defects. For example, the recovery quality of image is not very well, the security of calculating offset block operator is not enough and the algorithm can not resist VQ, SC and other attacks. This paper proposes a method of image self-embedding, solves the quality problem of carrier and restored image properly. Based on the concept of maximal anti-tamper radius and chaotic scrambling embedding, it remedies the bug of self-embedding algorithm in security, and resists VQ, SC and other tampering means effectively.
Section arrangement of this paper is as follows. Section two mainly introduced the determination of DCT important coefficients quantitative coding. Section three mainly introduced the scrambling location operator based on antitamper radius concept. Section four and section five presented experimental results and conclusion separately.
II. DETERMINATION OF DCT IMPORTANT COEFFICIENTS QUANTITATIVE CODING
DCT translates an image unsigned integer 8 × 8 array into a real number 8 × 8 array. But all DCT data are generally stored in linear. If the 64 bits compression data stored by line, the end and the first point of each line and the next line are of no relationship, so we can arrange the 64 bits by the order of zigzag scanning, such as JPEG. In this way, the adjacent point in the array is adjacent in the zigzag scanning.
The number of lowest LSB is 64 bits in a 8 × 8 sub-block. In order to improve the quality of carrier image, generally, most self-recovery watermarking algorithms were allowed to amend 64 bits. After DCT a matrix is quantified by the JPEG quantization table Q 38 to get a quantization matrix, in which the more the number of non-zero data in a certain bit, the more the centralization of their energy.
Using the standard image database of 10 categories, 100 images in each category, a total of 1000 images [10] to do statistical experiments, the rules of statistics is shown in figure  1 . X-coordinate is 64 sorting points p 1 p 2 ... p 64 which is got by zigzag scanning. Y-coordinate is non-zero count of quantization coefficient in this position. From figure 1, it is clear that the probability which changed from large to small by order in the first, third, second, fifth, sixth, fourth, ninth, tenth, eighth, seventh, thirteenth, twelfth, eleventh, fourteenth position. If we want to save 11 coefficients, we shall select quantization coefficient values in the first, third, second, fifth, sixth, fourth, ninth, tenth, eighth, seventh, thirteenth position. If we want to save 14 coefficients, we shall select quantization coefficient values in the first, third, second, fifth, sixth, fourth, ninth, tenth, eighth, seventh, thirteenth, twelfth, eleventh, fourteenth position.
Then, solve the first 14 coefficients' quantification value distributed situation separately, the ditribution rules are shown in figure 2. X-coordinate is the times that the value appeared in the 1000 standard images. All the DC coefficients p 1 are nonnegative, so it needs no sign bit.
But there are positive and negative in the remaining coefficients, the necessary distribution code length is combination the code length of maximum after using absolute value and the sign bit. From large to small by order, the needful code length of fully storing quantization value of the first 14 coefficients are 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4. The lowest bit embedding into offset block can most be 64 bits, so if we want to fully store quantization value of important coefficients, we can only store the 11 great probablity coefficients. Except the sign bit, the use factor of the highest bit is too low. So we reduce a bit in each coefficient's code and store some new coefficients using the remainning bits. As shown in table 1, setting threshold value of preserve the bits which contain more than 96% of the coefficient quantization value, it can obtain the greatest degree of recovery quality by re-encoding. In this paper, the final code form of 11 or 14 coefficients shown as paper 1 or paper 2 in table 1. Among them, q 1 does not need to retain sign bit, so it's only to retain 7 bits coefficient value DC coefficient q 1 is gotten by DCT coefficients of image sub-block through Q 38 matrix after quantization. We can prove that q 1 is half of the average value of subblock pixel value and q 1 is distributing in the interval [0,127.5]. Comparing the distribution rule of DCT quantization coefficients between this paper and reference [5] , their maximum value of q 1 is only about 65 and the rest of the coefficients can not be 0. Their conclusion and common sense existence obvious violation. 
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It shows that after scrambling the original matrix point lies in the square vertex whose square length of side is R. Perfect anti-tamper radius is N/2. The bigger the anti-tamper radius, the smaller the relativity of sub-block and offset block. But when anti-tamper radius is N/2, the corresponding offset block calculation will be simple and changeless. This will make against to the algorithm's resisting attack characteristic.
The bigger the anti-tamper radius, the bigger the recovery probability after sub-block being attacked, but the more similar the distribution rule of offset block. In order to achieve a better balance, in this paper the selection way of offset sub-block are as follows.
Divide entire image into 16 small block, k 1 k 2 ...k 16 . As shown in Figure 3 .
Take four small block as a large block, then offset by diagonal direction. In figure 3 , take the first, second, fifth and sixth small block as the first large block; take the third, fourth, seventh and eighth small block as the second large block etc. These four large blocks exchange by diagonal direction, for example, changing the small block in the first large block into the fourth large block.
Divide each small piece k 1 k 2 ... k 16 into 8 × 8 subblocks, take each block as a unit, create scrambling sequence using composite chaotic [11] , confirm the final position of offset block in the small block ranges by this sequence. In this way, it randomly confirms the corresponding offset block of a subblock to embed authentication and recovery information.
The average radius of anti-tamper is N/3 and it can recover half of the damaged region when symmetrical cutting attack happened. 
IV. SELF-EMBEDDING AND SELF-RECOVERY ALGORITHM

A. Self-embedding algorithm
After DCT, we obtain a coefficient matrix through quantization matrix Q 38 . Only by storing entire coefficient matrix, multiplying the quantization matrix Q 38 and doing inverse DCT, can we get recovery image of the best quality. An image can not be fully embedded into its own data, so the coefficient matrix must be compressed. It is necessary to ensure large compression ratio, so that the image compression information can be fully saved into itself. At the same time, the image can not be compressed too much, because the proper quality need to be ensured when the image is to be recovered.
The self-embedding algorithm of this paper is as follows. Divide image I 0 into 8 8 sub-block a 1 a 2 ...,a r , where r is the count of sub-block.
Do DCT respectively to the sub-block a i i=1,2,...,r then get the coefficient matrix divided by quantization table Q 38 .
According to the experimental data in table 1, we select the first 14 coefficients by zigzag scanning order in figure 4.
Translate the first 14 coefficients into binary and get 64 bits as the self-recovery watermarking information.
To each sub-block a i i=1,2,...,r, calculate its negative accumulation sum and get 16 bits eigenvalue of the sub-block.
By scrambling location operator, obtain corresponding offset block a j of sub-block a i , j=1,2,...,r. To sub-block a j , calculate the negative accumulation sum, then get the 16 bits sub-block eigenvalue. Combine 64 bits compression data of sub-block a i , 16 bits eigenvalue of sub-block a i and offset block a j respectively to form the 96 bits watermarking information w j . Then form the embedded code e j after composite chaotic encrypting [11] .
Embed e j into 64 bits LSB and randomly selected 33 bits next LSB of offset block a j by the information embedding way based on host [12] .
Get the carrier image I 1 .
The watermarking generating and embedding frame is shown in figure 5 .
If the code length is not enough for one coefficient, the factual value is replaced by the maximum value that the code length can be expressed.
B. Tampering detection and Self-recovery algorithm
According to the watermarking embedding frame, the authemtication of image and recovery process is as follows.
Divide image I 1 into 8 8 sub-block a 1 ,a 2 ...,a r , r is the count of sub-block.
Extract e i from sub-block a i by the extracting way based on host, do decrypting process, then get the 64 bits compression data and 16 bits authentication information T 2 of a i and 16 bits authentication information of a k , where a i is the corresponding offset block of a k.
To each sub-block a i i=1,2,...,r, calculate its negative accumulation sum and get 16 bits eigenvalue T 1 .
Compare the eigenvalue T 1 and T 2 .
If it is equal, it showes that this sub-block is not tampered, then detect the next sub-block.
If it is not equal find out the offset sub-block a j corresponding to sub-block a i . Extract watermarking information, obtain the initial sub-block content of a j , 16 bits eigenvalue T 4 of a j and 16bits eigenvalue T 3 of a i .
To the initial sub-block a j , calculate its negative accumulation sum and get eigenvalue T 5 .
Compare the eigenvalue T 4 and T 5 .
If it is not equal, we can not recover sub-block a i , then detect the next sub-block.
If it is equal, then compare T 3 and T 1 . If it is equal, recover T 2 by T 3 . If it is not equal, use the compresison data stored in a j to recover content of sub-block a i , then detect the next sub-block.
The image authentication and self-recovery frame is shown in figure 6 . To the detection of tampering, there are great distinguish between this algorithm and other algorithms. The difference is that not only does it embed the self-recovery compression data in each sub-block, but also does it embed the authentication information of sub-block itself and offset block. In this way, we can detect whether the image content or eigenvalue is tampered and judge where is tampered.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
According to the algorithm of this paper, figure 7 shows the following four images, original image with size 256×256, carrier image with watermarking information, tampered in the centre, recovered image.
Because the algorithm embeds eigenvalue to accurately judge tamper position, PSNR of carrier image is 50.84dB which is lower than some of the existing algorithm. But we adopt a more rational coding way, so the recovery quality is better than Zhang and the others. The PSNR is 30.26 dB.
Through statistic analysis of experimental results based on 10 categories, 100 images of each category, table 3 shows the experimental results of this paper's algorithm and other selfembedding watermarking algorithms. Qian and the others regard the quantization table and Huffman table in the first image sub-block as globle public information in experiments. The recovery quality is the PSNR in the recovery region. From table 3, it is clearly shown that our algorithm decreases a few quality of carrier image, but it markedly enhanced the quality of recovery image. The algorithm achieves better balance between the quality of carrier and recovery image. Moreover, our algorithm can resist against tampering attack of VQ and SC by destroying their necessary prerequisites. Firstly, watermarking information is embedded into 2 LSBs, but based on digital-position information, image LSB information needs to be modified only half. The watermarking information and image contents staggered stored and can not be separated completely. Secondly, watermarking information is encrypted or scrambled by high 6 bits content of offset block, so any attempt of modifying the image contents will be detected by comparing the watermarking information and image contents. Thirdly, we calculate the offset block through secret key key1 to select randomly, and give up the calculation method using fixed offset block in reference [4] [5] [6] , so the tamper premise of SC and other attacks do not exist. Finally, even if the content of sub-block high 6 bits is the same, as long as the offset block which stores the watermarking information is different, the scrambling way of watermarking information is different too. It leads to the embedded data entirely different and makes forging attack ways of database can not pass authentication by comparing embedded information. Therefore, our algorithm is effective to resist against VQ and SC attacks and so on. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper brings up an image self-embedding algorithm based on DCT. The algorithm divides the image into 8 8 sub-block. By analyzing distribution rules of the DCT coefficients, we have selected the preservation position of important coefficients and assigned storage bits, so it effectively improved the quality of recovery image. The eigenvalue of sub-block and offset block, compression code are all stored in the offset block's LSBs. Offset block selection is diagonal and random which ensures the antitamper radius of carrier image. After scrambling or encrypting, watermarking information is embeded into offset block LSBs by the way of modifying and extracting based on the digitalposition information, so the LSBs data and watermarking information are staggered stored. The attacker can not isolate the watermarking information from image content absolutely. Under these premises, this algorithm enhances the quality of recovering image block, makes the attack means such as VQ and SC and attacks of database invalidation, and effectively enhances security of self-embedding authentication algorithm.
